


What Does Vocabulary Victor Do?

Vocabulary Victor helps with content domain 1a:

Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

This means that he is there to help you to think about the words the 
author uses.

He might help you to work out what words mean, ask you to find words 
the author has used or give another word which means the same as one of 
the author’s choices. 



Where Have We Seen Vocabulary Victor?
The kind of questions that Vocabulary Victor helps with appear quite a lot 
in SATs papers. Here are some recent examples:

Click on the image of each question to find out more.



The ‘Tick the Meaning’ Question

This type of question will give you a phrase from the text. It will pick one 
word from that phrase and ask you to tick a word which means the same 

thing. These are called synonyms.

Back



The ‘Explain the Meaning’ Question

This type of question will give you a phrase from the text. It will ask to 
you explain what that phrase means. You will get answers to choose from. 

Read them all carefully before deciding.

Back



The ‘Find and Copy’ Question

This type of question will ask you to look at the text you have read. You 
have to find a word that is in the text which shows what the questions is 

asking for. 

The answer you give has to be exactly what is in the text.

Back



The ‘Multiple Answers’ Question

This type of question asks you for more than one answer.

You have to give two different words from the text that describe 
the same thing.

Both answers have to be exactly as they are in the text.

Back



The ‘Find Its Twin’ Question

This type of question will give you a specific part of the text to look at. 

It asks you to find a word in that part of the text which means the same 
as a word they have given.

Make sure that your answer is a word that is actually in the text.

Back



The ‘Match the Meaning’ Question

This type of question will give you three words from the text and 
three meanings. 

You have to draw three lines to match the word to its meaning.

What can you do if you change your mind?

Back



What Might Vocabulary Victor Ask?

Vocabulary Victor might ask questions like these:

What does this word tell us about…?

Which word did the author use to describe…?

Can you think of another way of writing…?

How can we work out what this word might mean?

Why did the author write this word in capital letters?

Can you find any adjectives in the text?





What Does Rex Retriever Do?

Rex Retriever helps with content domain 1b:

Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts, 
such as characters, events, titles and information.

This means that he is there to help you to answer 
questions by finding the answer in the text.

Rex might ask you what the characters are called, what they do, what the 
name of the chapter is or what you have learned about a particular topic.



When Have We Seen
Rex Retriever?

The kind of questions that Rex Retriever helps with appear quite a lot
in SATs papers. Here are some recent examples:

Click on the image 
of each question to 

find out more.



The ‘5Ws’ Question
Back

A lot of questions asked by Rex Retriever will begin with:
Who? What? Where? When? Why?

Find the answer in the text and write it on the line.



The ‘Tick It’ Question
Back

This type of question 
will ask you something 
and give you some 
possible answers.

Read through all of the 
answer options and 
tick the correct answer.

Always check how 
many answers the 
question wants you 
to tick.



The ‘Give Two’ Question
Back

For this type of question, you need to give
two different answers. 

You will find both of these answers in the text. 



The ‘Draw Lines’ Question
Back

For this type of question, you will need to use the information in the text 
to match one thing to the fact which matches it.

What can you do if you draw a line but change your mind?



The ‘Fill in the Table’ Question
Back

For this type of question, you will need to use the information in 
the text to fill in the missing information in a table. 

This could be ticking whether something is true or false, deciding 
if the statement applies to one person or another or adding facts 

based on what you have read.



What Might Rex Retriever Ask?
Back

Rex Retriever might ask questions like these:

• Where is the story set?

• Who is the main character in the story?

• How is the dilemma resolved?

• Tell me one fact you have found out in this text about…

• Where in this book could I look if I wanted to know more about…?

• Which part of the story did you like the most? Why


